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Overview
The XCL project, a collaboration between five museums/science centers, aimed to extend and
customize learning via mobile access to digital media content at specific exhibits. This report
presents findings from the project’s summative evaluation, which was conducted by Garibay Group.
The XCL project, funded by IMLS, was led by
Children’s Museum of Houston (CMH) in
partnership with the Lawrence Hall of Science
(LHS), Museum of Life + Science (MLS), New
York Hall of Science (NYSCI), Oregon
Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI), and
Sciencenter (SCI).
Partners collaborated to design an effective
system for museums to provide visitors with
mobile access—through smartphones and
tablets—to digital media content (apps,
videos, and wikis) that can help visitors
extend and customize their learning
experiences at specific exhibit components.
The target audience for the CMH, MLS,
NYSCI, and OMSI exhibit components was
families with at least one child between ages

6 and 10. SCI’s target audience for their exhibit
component was families with at least one child
between ages 2 and 5.
During the formative phase (July 2014 through
February 2016), partners developed and tested
content. Garibay Group, with the partners,
developed the formative evaluation design,
timeline, and data collection instruments. After
training from Garibay Group, partners collected
data at their respective museums.
Formative evaluation used an iterative design
process—multiple cycles of testing and
refinement (Figure 1). An iterative design
process allows the team to gather feedback
from actual users, incorporate the feedback in
the design, and then re-test the modified
design.

Figure 1. XCL Formative and Summative Evaluation Process

Formative
Cycle I
Features

Formative
Cycle 2
Behaviors

(See Appendix A for the complete list of
guiding questions.)

Formative
Cycle 3
Interactions
With and
Without App

Primary Evaluation Questions
• How do behaviors of families differ with
the XCL app compared to those without
the app?
• How do families’ perceptions of the
quality of the experience and learning
differ with and without the app?
• In what ways, if any, does using the
app affect families’ knowledge and
skills as compared to when the app is
not used?
• To what extent and in what ways does
XCL serve as a model for developing
an app across institutions?
• To what extent and in what ways, if
any, did participation in XCL help
organizations become committed to
using mobile technology on the floor of
their institution?

Final
Apps

Summative
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Overview, cont’d.
Following each data collection cycle, each
partner summarized the data with analytical
support from Garibay Group.
Every cycle focused on a different key
question, building on the previous cycle to
allow further refinement of the app. Cycle 1
focused on the features of the app that visitors
found most useful. Cycle 2 focused on the
extent to which and the ways that visitors
used the app. Cycle 3 focused on the extent
and ways that the app impacted behaviors
and learning at the designated exhibit
component.
By Cycle 3, the nine exhibit components that
would also be used in the summative
evaluation were chosen (see Table 1). CMH
staff led the development of apps for five
exhibits at their museum while all other
partners chose one exhibit on which to focus.
Summative evaluation—the focus of this
report—examined visitors’ experiences at the
nine exhibits to assess outcomes. The
summative evaluation also examined the
museum partner experience in order to
identify lessons learned that could be applied
to future collaborative technology projects.

Garibay Group led the summative evaluation
in collaboration with project partners. At each
site, partners (with support from Garibay
Group) recruited local data collectors,
coordinated the data collection process, and
worked with the evaluators to meet timelines
and submit data.

During the summative evaluation, Garibay
Group led the development of the evaluation
design, data collection instruments, and
conducted all data analysis. Garibay Group
staff also trained data collectors and
conducted debriefs with each data collection
team at partner sites.

Table 1. Partners and Exhibits
Institution

Location

Exhibits

Children’s Museum of Houston

Houston, TX

Amazing Airways,
Build a Molecule, Keva,
Launch Cage, Test Tracks

Museum of Life and Science

Durham, NC

Gateway Climber

New York Hall of Science

Queens, NY

Recollections

Oregon Museum of Science & Industry

Portland, OR

Water Rockets

Ithaca, NY

Water Table

Sciencenter
Lawrence Hall of Science

Technical development and support

Garibay Group

Project evaluator
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Methods
Visitors’ Experience
Summative evaluation assessed the impact of
the mobile and kiosk apps on the visitor
experience, particularly on the extent to which
the apps positively affected families’
engagement and learning.

Observations and Interviews
Observations focused on capturing families’
interactions at the exhibit, particularly the
ways they engaged with the exhibit (and the
app in the “with app” condition) and the nature
of visitors’ conversations.

The evaluation was designed as a qualitative
study, with observations and semi-structured
interviews as the primary data collection
methods. To better understand the influence
of apps on visitors’ experiences, the study
was structured as a cued comparison under
three conditions: 1) without an app, 2) with a
mobile app, and 3) with a kiosk app (at CMH
only).

Data collectors recorded their observations
using a rubric and written field notes. The time
families spent at the exhibit was also
recorded. At CMH, observations and
interviews were also videotaped to triangulate
live observation data. (The CMH team may
use the video data in the future to answer
other questions about mobile and kiosk app
use at exhibits.)

We strove to include approximately ten
families for each condition in order to provide
sufficient data for us to make qualitative
comparisons (see Table 2). A total of 240
families participated in the study, which took
place from April to August 2016. (See
Appendix B for a profile of respondents.)

Table 2. Number of Observations by Exhibit

These data allowed us to gain insights into
differences and similarities in visitors’
engagement and experiences in the various
conditions. As such, it was an opportunistic
way to tease out the apps’ influence on
visitors’ interactions.
It is important to note that this study was not
intended as an experimental design and
should not be interpreted as such.

Following each observation, researchers
conducted semi-structured interviews with
families to capture visitors’ perspectives on
their experiences and, if applicable, with the
mobile or kiosk app. Interview questions
included both open-ended questions and
closed-ended rating questions.
Sampling Strategy
Observation respondents were selected
using purposive sampling (Babbie, 1998). In
purposive sampling, each respondent is
selected based on characteristics identified
as most useful or appropriate for the study.

Observations

Museum

Exhibit

Without App

With Mobile App

With Kiosk App

Amazing Airways

10

10

10

Build a Molecule

10

10

10

Keva

12

10

12

Launch Cage

11

11

10

Test Tracks

10

10

10

MLS

Gateway Climber

10

10

NYSCI

Recollections

11

10

OMSI

Water Rockets

9

10

SCI

Water Table

11

13

CMH
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Methods, cont’d.
The main criteria for selecting participants
were that a family 1) have at least one adult in
the group who used mobile phone apps
regularly and 2) have at least one child
between ages 6–10 (for CMH, MLS, NYSCI,
OMSI) or 2–5 (for SCI). See Appendix C for a
full list of criteria.

Data Analysis
Observation data consisted of written field
notes and debrief summaries. Debriefs
involved synthesizing evidence concerning
engagement and family conversations at the
exhibit. Interview data consisted of written
recorded responses.

Groups were recruited onsite, approached
near the museum’s main entrance or at an
appropriate area near the exhibit component.
Family members were asked screening
questions based on the criteria. Those
meeting the criteria and agreeing to
participate were assigned to one of the two
conditions (three at CMH).

All qualitative data were coded to identify
general trends and patterns (Strauss and
Corbin, 1990). As patterns and themes were
identified, researchers teased out the
strengths of these patterns and themes (Miles
and Huberman, 1994).

Families received thank-you gifts for their
participation. Gifts varied based on the
institution (e.g., free admittance at CMH,
passes to museum movies at OMSI, small
toys from the gift shop at MLS).
Partners’ Experience in XCL
We conducted hour-long depth interviews with
each of the four partner sites to help us
understand the experience of the partners in
the project. Interviews at two of the sites were
with one participant each while interviews at
the other two sites included two participants
each for a total of six individuals interviewed.
Questions focused on the value of
participation for each partner, the nature of the
collaboration, and lessons learned.
Interviews were conducted by phone in
September and October 2016.

Given the vastly different exhibits, data were
first analyzed in the aggregate to identify
overarching trends and then disaggregated by
exhibit to examine the specific interactions at
each individual component.

A researcher takes notes as she observes a
woman and her child at the Water Table. The
woman holds the mobile device in her hand.
Families were aware they were being observed at
exhibits.

Additionally, for the CMH components, video
data were reviewed to understand the
interactions more holistically. During
the analysis of the written observation
data, video was reviewed to clarify
interactions and glean new insights.
Quantitative data were analyzed using
descriptive statistics and tests of statistical
significance. Descriptive statistics were
summarized in tables or charts. (When data
are presented in percentages, totals may fall
just above or below 100% due to rounding.)
Statistical tests were used to determine
whether observed differences were
statistically significant.
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Methods, cont’d.
The main statistical tests used were:
• t-test for independent samples to compare
numerical responses between with app and
without app conditions
• One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
compare numerical responses across the
with, without, no app, and with kiosk
conditions

• Mann-Whitney U-test to compare
categorical responses between with app
and without app conditions
For these analyses, we accepted any shifts as
statistically significant at a 95% confidence
interval or when the p-value was less than
0.05.

Limitations
As with any study, this evaluation had
limitations. Sample sizes for each exhibit were
small, which meant that we could not
disaggregate data by age or other variables.
Sample sizes also meant that within any
exhibit, we could not analyze quantitative data
between the “with” and “without” app
conditions. Instead, Instead, evaluators
focused on analyzing the qualitative data from
observations and interviews to make
comparisons.
Additionally, the exhibits also differed greatly
from one another, which limited the ability to
compare apps across exhibits.

A researcher interviews a woman after observing
her family using the Keva exhibit. Interviews
helped researchers understand what respondents
were thinking about their experiences.

Throughout this report, we include quotes
from respondents to illuminate their
perspectives. The goal is to illustrate both the
range and prevalence of viewpoints.
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Results:
Visitors’ Experience
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App Use
Although families in the mobile and kiosk app conditions were cued, not all chose to use the app. On average, 89%
of groups used the mobile app, and 71% used the kiosk app. Use varied based on the exhibit (see Table 3).

Table 3. App Use by Exhibit

Museum

Exhibit

% of Observed
Families
Who Used
Mobile App

% of Observed
Families
Who Used
Kiosk App

CMH

Amazing Airways

100%

60%

CMH

Build a Molecule

100%

80%

CMH

Keva

100%

75%

CMH

Launch Cage

82%

70%

CMH

Test Tracks

100%

70%

MLS

Gateway Climber

70%

NYSCI

Recollections

70%

OMSI

Water Rockets

90%

SCI

Water Table

91%
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Full-body, physical exhibits such as Gateway
Climber and Recollections had the lowest app
usage.
Reasons people gave for not using the app
included that they forgot it was available, that
they already knew how to interact with the
exhibit, and that their children were already
engaged with the exhibit. Visitors forgetting
about the app was more common in kiosk
conditions. Since the kiosks were stationary,
their locations and nearness to the exhibits
influenced app usage. For example, the kiosk
at Amazing Airways—the exhibit where
families moved around the most—was used
the least.

11

Time Spent
Time that families spent at exhibits increased from 11.5 minutes without the mobile app to 13.1 minutes with the
mobile app. This difference, however, was not statistically significant (see Figure 2). There were also no statistically
significant differences for exhibits in the kiosk condition (see Figure 3). See Appendix D for time spent by exhibit.
Figure 2. Average Time Spent
(in minutes)
18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

13.1
11.5

Without App
(N=93; Skipped 1)
With Mobile App
(N=92; Skipped 2)

Figure 3. Average Time Spent,
CMH Exhibits Only
(in minutes)

t(183) = -.1.14, p = .26

18.0
16.0
14.0
12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

17.4
14.5

14.2

Without App
(n=53)
With Mobile App
(n=51)
With Kiosk App
(n=52)

F(2, 153) = 2.02, p = .14
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Satisfaction
Regardless of which condition families were assigned, respondents reported high satisfaction ratings, with more
than 80% providing 6 or 7 ratings on a 1–7 scale (see Figure 4). Although respondents in the mobile app condition
had slightly fewer 7 ratings, these differences were not statistically significant. Differences in the kiosk condition
were also not statistically significant (see Figure 5).
Figure 4. Rate how satisfied your family was with their
experience at this exhibit today on a scale of 1-7

70%

59%

60%

55%

50%
Without App
(N=91;
Skipped=3)

40%
27% 27%

30%
20%

10%

15%

11%
0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

0%

2%

With Mobile App
(N=91;
Skipped=3)

0%

0%
1
(Completely
dissatisfied)

2

3

4

5

6

7
(Completely
satisfied)

t(180) = .11, p = .38

Figure 5. Rate how satisfied your family was with their
experience at this exhibit today on a scale of 1-7,
CMH Exhibits Only

70%
60%

59%
47%

50%

51%

Without App
(n=51; Skipped=2)

40%
30%

22% 20%

20%
10%

25%

With Mobile App
(n=51)

27%27%

14%
0% 0% 0%

0% 0% 2%

1
(Completely
dissatisfied)

2

0%

4%

0%

With Kiosk App
(n=51; Skipped=1)

2% 0% 0%

0%
3

4

5

6

7
(Completely
satisfied)

F(2, 150) = 1.11, p = .33
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Satisfaction, cont’d.
Respondents in the mobile or kiosk app
conditions noted that they especially liked
the videos and visual explanations. These
forms of information were especially helpful
in helping visitors learn to use the exhibits
quickly. Caregivers found the information
useful as they assisted their children in
figuring out what to do and providing
guidance. Caregivers also often appreciated
the descriptions of exhibition-related
activities that they could do at home.
Comments about features were similar for
both the mobile and kiosk apps (recall that
the apps shared the same content).
Overall, families would have liked more
visuals and less text in both the mobile and
kiosk apps. They also did not see the utility
of apps repeating information available in
other forms (e.g., signs, cards) at the
exhibit.

Criticisms specific to the kiosk app were that
the text was too small for some caregivers
to read and that the images and text did not
seem to be sized correctly for the iPad,
which meant too much white space was on
the screen.

Garibay Group | Children's Museum of Houston | XCL | Summative Evaluation | Winter 2017
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Perceived Impact of App
Respondents using the mobile app were asked to rate their level of agreement with this statement: “Having this app
available helped us get more out of this exhibit” (with 1=disagree strongly and 7=agree strongly). Two-thirds of
respondents (67%) rated their agreement as 5 or higher. These ratings reflected the apps’ somewhat mixed
impacts on the different exhibits (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. On a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being “disagree strongly”
and 7 being “agree strongly,” rate your level of agreement with
the following statement: “Having this app available helped us
get more out of this exhibit.”
40%

We asked visitors who used an app with an
exhibit to complete the sentence: “I never
realized…” to understand what they learned
or took away from using the app.
I never realized…

35%

30%
25%
25%

20%

22%
With Mobile App
(N=88, Skipped 6)

20%
15%

10%

10%

8%

7%

8%

0%
2

3

4

that different designs affect how it [the plane at
Launch Cage] flies or doesn't fly.

that it was Newton's third law that made the
[Water Rockets] launch possible.

5%
1
(Disagree
strongly)

how similar it [Amazing Airways] is to a bank.
And cool because it had similar things that
could be made at home. I expect to be making
marshmallow shooters soon.

5

6

7
(Agree
strongly)

that an app would teach me something inside a
museum.
how changing the adjustments [on Amazing
Airways] will change where the ball goes...[I]
learned this from the app.
I never would have thought to move the fins [on
my Launch Cage rocket], and then the app
suggested moving them.
[Keva] is awesome. Seeing the pictures helped
me realize it because it made it a challenge.
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Perceived Impact of App, cont’d.
When we compared mobile and kiosk conditions at CHM exhibits, we found that 75% of those with the mobile app
and 63% of those with the kiosk app rated their agreement as 5 or higher. A quarter (25%) of those with the mobile
app and more than a third (37%) of those with the kiosk app provided ratings of 4 or below (see Figure 7). The
sample size for the kiosk condition is too small to run the necessary nonparametric tests to assess statistical
significance.
Figure 7. On a scale of 1 to 7 with 1 being “disagree strongly”
and 7 being “agree strongly,” please rate your level of
agreement with the following statement: “Having this app
available helped us get more out of this exhibit.”,
CMH Exhibits Only
40%

37%

35%
30%
23%

25%

27%

25%

20%
15%

14%
11%

10%
5%

4%

With Mobile App
(n=48; Skipped=3)

14%
6%

11%
6% 6%

8%

With Kiosk App
(n=35; Skipped=17)

6%

0%
1
(Disagree
strongly)

2

3

4

5

6

7
(Agree
strongly)
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Likelihood of Returning
Regardless of the condition they were assigned, respondents noted a high likelihood of returning to the exhibit;
more than 80% provided 6 or 7 ratings on a 1–7 scale. Although respondents in the mobile app condition gave
slightly higher likelihood ratings, no statistically significant differences were found in either app condition (see
Figures 8 and 9).
Figure 8. If you were able to return to this museum in the future, please rate how
likely it would be for your family to return to this exhibit on a scale of 1 to 7
with 1 being “extremely unlikely” and 7 being “extremely likely.”
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

66%

71%

Without App (N=90;
Skipped=4)

12%
2% 2%

1% 1%

0% 2%

4% 4%

1
(Extremely
unlikely)

2

3

4

8%

5

14% 11%

6

With Mobile App (N=90;
Skipped=4)
7
(Extremely likely)

t(177) = .21, p = .84

Figure 9. If you were able to return to this museum in the future, please rate how
likely it would be for your family to return to this exhibit on a scale of 1 to 7
with 1 being “extremely unlikely” and 7 being “extremely likely.”, CMH Exhibits Only
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

61%
60%
59%

2% 4% 0%

2% 2% 0%

1
(Extremely
unlikely)

2

0%

4%
3

0%

4% 6%

10%

20%
13%10%

4

5

19%

Without App
(n=52; Skipped=1)
With Mobile App
(n=51)

14% 12%

6

With Kiosk App
(n=51; Skipped=1)
7
(Extremely likely)

F(2, 148) = .28, p = .76
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Impact on Engagement and Learning
One key role of the XCL app was to facilitate deeper engagement and learning at exhibits. To assess engagement
and learning, we used three proxy measures: 1) time spent; 2) questions asked during interaction; and 3) nature of
conversations.
Time Spent
Literature suggests that time spent at an
exhibit is one way to measure visitor
engagement (Serrell, 1998). Time spent
serves as a proxy based on the assumption
that the longer a family spends at an exhibit,
the more time it will spend exploring ideas
presented by the exhibit. As noted earlier, the
differences in time spent with and without the
app were not statistically significant.
Questions Asked
Previous research suggests that social
interactions—particularly conversations among
groups about what they are seeing and
doing—are critical to family learning at exhibits
(e.g., Borun, Chambers, Dristats, & Johnson,
1997; Hein & Alexander, 1998; Silverman,
2000). Questions asked during interactions
can serve as proxies for engagement and
learning, because when a family member asks
a question it suggests that they are thinking
about—and making meaning of—what they do
and see in an exhibit.
We were especially interested in comparing
the number of questions asked during a
group’s interaction. The XCL team posited that
mobile app content and tools might spur
families to ask more questions, indicating
deeper engagement with the exhibit content.
This measure showed statistically significant
differences when the app was used with the

exhibit compared to the “no app” condition
(we discuss this finding in more detail on the
next page).
Nature of Conversations
The third proxy measure involved comparing
the nature of visitor conversations between
families with and without apps. To facilitate
comparisons, conversations were categorized
according to the primary focus of the
conversation. We used three categories:
1) strategy conversations, 2) concept
conversations, and 3) connections
conversations. These categories are not
discrete. During the course of an interaction,
families could have conversations that touch
on one, two or all three categories.

In connections conversations, visitors relate
something they observe, do, or learn at the
exhibit to their prior knowledge or
experience, their own lives, or the world
outside the museum. A family at a volcano
exhibit that discusses a child’s school project
about Pompeii would be an example of this
type of conversation.

The XCL team posited that the app would
help families engage in further conversations
about exhibit concepts and connections.
Evaluation results found that, in fact, families
using the apps did have more instances of
“concept” and “connection” conversations
while still engaging in the typical “strategy”
conversations.

Strategy conversations are those concerning
how to complete a challenge or goal at the
exhibit —for example, at a colored light
exhibit, a caregiver might explain to a child
how to move the lights or how to create white
light by putting colors together. These
conversations are where nearly every family
starts, because visitors must figure out how to
interact with an exhibit.
Concept conversations are focused on the
content of an exhibit. Discussions tend to
concern the ideas/content presented and, as
such, are more “minds on” as groups attend to
what they are observing, reading, or doing.
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A man and child walk across the logs at the
Gateway Climber. Conversations families have
during interactions like this help us understand
how families think about their experiences.
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Impact on Engagement and Learning, cont’d.
Fewer than half of families (44%) without the mobile app asked a question during their interactions at the exhibit. In
contrast, 61% of families with the mobile app asked a question during their time at the exhibit (see Figure 10). This
difference was statistically significant. For the CMH exhibits, more families in the mobile and kiosk app conditions—
58% and 62% respectively—asked questions than those without the app (see Figure 11), but the sample size for
the kiosk condition was too small to run the necessary nonparametric tests to assess significance.
Figure 10. Percentage of Families in Which Someone
Asked a Question During Interaction
70%

61%

60%
50%

44%
Without App
(N=93;Skipped=1)

40%
30%

With Mobile App
(N=91; Skipped=3)

20%
10%
0%
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (2-tailed) Z = -2.525 p=0.012

Figure 11. Percentage of Families in Which Someone
Asked a Question During Interaction,
CMH Exhibits Only

70%
60%
50%

58%
49%

In all conditions, caregivers tended to ask
questions of children in the group as a way
of facilitating engagement with the exhibit.
General questions caregivers would ask
might include “What do you want to build?”
or “What do you think is happening?”
Caregivers who had access to the app also
tended, however, to ask their children
questions more specific to the content or
ideas presented. For example, after looking
at the app, an adult might ask a child to test
ideas or make predictions (e.g., “What do
you think will make it go higher?”) or ask
them to reflect on or test what they child had
just learned (e.g., ”What do the white balls
represent?” “Do you remember what they
are called?”).

62%
Without App
(n=53)

40%
30%
20%
10%

With Mobile App
(n=50; Skipped=1)
With Kiosk App
(n=52)

0%
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Impact on Engagement and Learning, cont’d.
Families in both the “with” and “without” mobile app conditions discussed strategies for completing exhibit
challenges or goals at about equal levels. Those using the mobile app were more likely to have conversations
about the exhibit content and more likely to make overt connections to their prior experience or knowledge than
groups without the mobile app (see Figure 12).

Figure 12.

This graphic illustrates how using the app
with the exhibit moved families beyond
strategy discussions toward conversations
about the content of the exhibit and/or the
connections they made to their previous
experiences or knowledge and the exhibit.
While the percentage of families having
strategy conversations increased slightly (58
from 55) when the app was available, the
rate of families having concept and
connections conversations nearly doubled
(34 vs. 19; 20 vs. 11 respectively) in the
“with” app condition.
The nature of concept conversations
depended on the specifics of an exhibit and
ranged in sophistication based on children’s
ages and exhibit contexts. Such encounters
included, for example, conversation about
counting ducks at the Water Table,
discussing the periodic table at Build a
Molecule, and talking about Newton’s Third
Law of Motion at Water Rockets.
Connections conversations also varied
based on the exhibit and group. Some
focused on connecting to previous
knowledge (e.g., ideas learned in school) or
experiences that reminded them of what
they were doing (e.g., pneumatic tubes in
banks and those at the Amazing Airways
exhibit).
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Impact on Engagement and Learning, cont’d.
Data for the CMH exhibits that also included a kiosk condition showed similar patterns: The number of families
having strategy conversations was about the same in all three conditions, while more families with the mobile app or
kiosk app had had concept or connection conversations (see Figure 13).

Figure 13.

,

The numbers of families having
conversations about concepts and
connections increased in the “with app” vs.
“no app” condition regardless of whether the
app was via a mobile or kiosk. There were
no discernable differences here between the
mobile and kiosk app.
Of families without the app, 11 had
conversations about concepts compared to
21 families with the mobile app and 16
families with the kiosk app. Only five families
had connection conversations without the
app compared to nine families in the mobile
app condition and 14 with the kiosk app
condition.
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Impact on Engagement and Learning, cont’d.
While this summative evaluation found that
the app did positively impact families’
engagement and learning when all data
were aggregated, there was a great deal of
variation in engagement between the nine
exhibits. At some exhibits, the app had little
to no impact, while at others it positively
influenced visitor engagement.
Overall, the apps’ effects were subtle. At
some exhibits it was difficult to detect
differences between the “with” and “without””
conditions. Therefore, data indicate that the
influence of the app was context-dependent
based on the specific exhibit as well as on
other factors, including families’ own
agendas based on the characteristics of the
group (particularly children’s ages,
developmental levels, interests, and
personalities). The target age range was
varied and broad (2–10).

Additionally, at exhibits which were
particularly compelling on their own or
already had adequate explanatory text,
introducing the app did not make much
difference to respondents’ experiences. This
finding is consistent with 21-Tech project
evaluation results, which found that apps
were most effective when they 1) could
show visitors something they could not see
in the exhibit, 2) added a challenge to an
exhibit, or 3) provided answers to questions
not already answered by existing exhibit
labels or other interpretation (Garibay &
Schaefer, 2011).
Disaggregating data by exhibit illuminated
the variation and extent to which an app
influenced family interactions at a specific
exhibit. Table 4, on the next page,
summarizes the app’s major impacts at each
of the nine exhibits. We then provide a
snapshot of findings by exhibit component.
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Impact on Engagement and Learning, cont’d.
Table 4. Summary of Major Impact of Apps by Exhibit
Museum

Exhibit

Major Impact of the App on the Experience

Amazing
Airways

The impact of the app on the visitor experience was positive but limited. When families used the mobile app with the
exhibit, they were generally
able to learn more quickly to manipulate the diverters. They had more conversations
’
about the technology behind the exhibit and its real-world connections. Families who used the kiosk app also
learned more quickly to use the diverters, but the kiosk app did not impact their conversations.

Build a
Molecule

The app had a positive but minimal impact on the visitor experience. The app content was similar to the content on
the physical cards and exhibit labels and thus, in many cases, families’ interactions in the “with app” condition were
much like those of families in the “without app” condition.

Keva

The app had a positive impact on the visitor experience. Families who used the mobile and kiosk apps were more
likely to build a greater number of, or greater variety of, structures than those without the app.

Launch Cage

The impact of the app on the visitor experience was positive. Families using the mobile and kiosk apps were more
likely to modify their designs and have a few more conversations about how to build a particular design.

CMH

Test Tracks

MLS

Gateway
Climber

NYSCI

Recollections

OMSI

Water Rockets

SCI

Water Table

The impact of the app on the visitor experience was limited, but positive. When using the mobile or kiosk app,
families were more likely to have conversations about the related scientific concepts.
The impact of the app on the experience was mixed. The types of conversations tended to change in a slightly
positive manner. Caregivers, for example, suggested that children pretend they were animals, climb as high as they
could, or race the clock. The app, however, competed with adults’ attention to their children. Some visitors felt that
having signs with the information, instead of an app, was more suited for an outdoor, physical exhibit.
The app had a detrimental effect on the visitor experience. The individual using the app was often “removed” from
the exhibit experience. In comparison, interactions without the app tended to involve the entire family.
Use of the app had a positive impact on the experience. Families spent less time figuring out how to launch the
rocket. Caregivers spent less time giving step-by-step directions to their children, and some initiated more
conversations about scientific concepts.

While the app had a positive effect on the visitor experience, it was unclear whether the mobile device was the best
method of presenting the information. With the app, caregivers initiated more conversations with their children,
encouraged counting, connected the exhibit to rain, and passed cups of water back and forth with their children.
This same information, however, may have been communicated just as well had it been on a label.
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Exhibit Snapshots
The nine exhibits in this project vary greatly. This section provides a
snapshot of each component, summarizing our findings of how visitors
interacted with exhibits both with and without the app.

Left: a family builds structures at Keva. Right: Family members move their bodies in front of Recollections
to see how the images on screen change. These two exhibits are so different in terms of the physical and
intellectual engagement they afford that it is difficult to understand the effect of the app on them without
examining them separately.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Amazing Airways
Amazing Airways is a series of pneumatic tubes. Visitors insert objects (e.g., balls) into the tubes, which
use air to push the object out at another opening. Visitors can manipulate the diverters so that the
objects are forced into a particular path. This exhibit is moderately physical, since visitors stand as they
insert the objects then walk (or run) to retrieve the objects once they have been shot from the tubes.
Visitors must take turns putting the objects into the tubes, but can collaborate with other visitors (one
person inserts the object, someone else catches it). The exhibit has minimal signage.
The purposes of the app were 1) to help visitors learn to use the component more quickly and 2) to call
attention to the diverters, which visitors could manipulate to change the path of the air flow. The app also
provided additional information about the component in the form of “Fast Facts.”
Major Impact of the App
When families used the mobile app with the exhibit, they were generally able to more quickly understand
how to manipulate the diverters and subsequently had more conversations about the technology behind
the exhibit and its real-world connections. Families who used the kiosk app also learned to use the
diverters more quickly, but the app did not impact their conversations. Visitors interviewed said the app—
the video in particular—helped them find the diverter boxes and understand the exhibit more quickly than
they would have otherwise.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Visitors engaged physically with the exhibit,
placing balls in the tubes, flipping the diverters,
running to where the balls would come out of the
tubes, and catching the balls.

Physical Behaviors
We found similar types of physical interaction;
more families turned the knobs controlling the
diverters.

Group Dynamic
Caregivers primarily directed their children in
how to use the exhibit (e.g., where to put ball into
the tubes, where to catch it, how to flip the
diverters) and collaborated with them (i.e., one
person put the ball in while another caught it).

Group Dynamic
We found a similar group dynamic to the “without
app” condition; no major differences.
Conversations
We heard additional conversations about the
real-world example of pneumatic tubes in banks
(from the Fast Facts section of the app).

Conversations
Conversations mainly centered on using the
component (e.g., Woman: “You have to turn the
knob”; Girl: “How are you supposed to stop the
air?" Woman: “No, you can’t stop it“) or
expressed delight (e.g., “It’s fun”).
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Visitors’ Perspectives: Mobile App
The second video and the knobs were useful.
I didn’t see the switches until I saw the video
in the app. And of course Fun Facts was very
useful information.
I was able to show my kids how the exhibit
worked.
It gives [them] something to do at home, play
around with what we learned here.
It sped up their discovery of the air stream
diverters. [They] said they would have figured
it out, but [this] made it faster.
Even small kids could watch the videos and
learn something.
[It’s a drawback that it’s] iOS only.
[A drawback was] that there were other
screens [in the app], and I ended up in a
different part. It was too easy to end up
somewhere else.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Amazing Airways, cont’d.
Engagement
Change With Kiosk App
Physical Behaviors
We found similar types of physical interactions to
those in the other conditions; more families
turned the knobs controlling the diverters.
Group Dynamic
We found a similar group dynamic as with the
other conditions; no major differences.
Conversations
Conversations resembled those of families who
did not have the app.

Visitors’ Perspectives: Kiosk App
We figured out how to work the exhibit [using
the kiosk app]. Without it, I'd need to find
someone and the kids would be antsy.
The “how it worked” part was good for getting
them started. I liked the “how to do it at
home” part.
Text was too small. It would have been nice if
you could see it from farther away. More
pictures and less reading would have been
good.
It does take your attention away from the
kids.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Build a Molecule
Build a Molecule allows visitors to construct models of molecules with plastic balls and rods. Visitors
usually engage with this exhibit while sitting at a table. Typically no more than two or three visitors use it
at once. Visitors can build their molecules based on either three-dimensional models on the walls,
descriptive molecule cards, or their own imaginations.
The purpose of the app was to help visitors understand how to build the molecules quickly and give
them more examples of molecules to build.
Major Impact of the App
When families used the app with the exhibit, their engagements were much like those of families without
the app because the app content resembled the content on the physical cards and exhibit labels.
Visitors interviewed said that the step-by-step instructions were a good introduction to the exhibit. Kiosk
users thought their children were attracted to the iPad and appreciated the list of activities to do at
home. Users of both the mobile and kiosk app felt that they had very few drawbacks other than that the
apps repeated information already available on the physical cards or wall label.

Engagement
Without App

Change With App

Physical Behaviors
Children built models of molecules using their fine
motor skills (e.g., picking up the rods and balls,
pushing them together, taking them apart) while
seated at the table. In a few cases, children built
other things, such as animals, rather than
molecules. Families most often built molecules of
water, sugar, and vinegar.

Physical Behaviors
We found similar types of physical interaction.
While most of the same molecules were built,
benzene was only constructed by families using
the app.

Group Dynamic
While children built models, caregivers assisted in
building (e.g., pointed out models to build, helped
find pieces), discussed scientific concepts (e.g.,
explained carbon dioxide), and sometimes built
models themselves.

Group Dynamic
We found similar group dynamics to the “without
app” condition; no major differences.

Conversations
We documented similar conversations to those in
the “without app” condition. One family read the
“Dig Deeper” part of the app then discussed the
periodic table.

Conversations
Conversations focused on discussing the models
and what was needed to build them (e.g., “This one
right here is sugar. What are the red things? How
many are needed to build the sugar molecule?”).
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Visitors’ Perspectives: Mobile App
[The app was beneficial because] Trying to
explain [the exhibit] may be difficult without
[the] app.
[The app] took us step by step. It appears
efficient….Even if there were many people at
the station, the app could let you still engage.

It provided me with more instructions that
was helpful.
[The app is] Possibly redundant when you
look and see what is on the wall.
A very quick easy intro to the exhibit.
Depending on age, the app might be too
much for a child.
The app didn’t give any additional information
that the exhibit did not already show.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Build a Molecule, cont’d.
Engagement
Change With Kiosk App
Physical Behaviors
We saw physical interactions that were similar to
groups without the app and with the mobile app.
Only one family built a benzene model based on
the app.
Group Dynamic
We saw a similar group dynamic to the other
conditions; no major differences.
Conversations
Conversations resembled those of families in the
other conditions.

Visitors’ Perspectives: Kiosk App
We can easily jump to what we want; you
know, like the first two parts are very good—
”what do I do” and “try this.”
I think the kids using [the kiosk app] helps
them engage.
Now that I see it, I guess the color codes and
everything [was beneficial]. I learned what
each molecules mixed together and how it
would form.

The models and the “do this at home” were
helpful.
It could have been friendlier…interface with
buttons and smaller words…Also, keeping it
at the horizontal landscape would be more
useful so you don’t have empty space on the
menu page at the bottom.
The only thing [drawback] for ‘try this’ [is] you
can’t make the picture bigger.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Keva
In the Keva exhibit, visitors build designs or structures using small wooden Keva planks. Visitors
typically engage with this exhibit while sitting at a table, meaning that multiple visitors can use it at once,
building individually or collaboratively. On the wall are two photos of examples and two built models sit
on a storage center under a vitrine.
The purposes of the app were to give visitors additional ideas of things to build with the planks and to
show real-world examples.
Major Impact of the App
Families using the mobile and kiosk apps with the exhibit were more likely to build a greater number of
structures and/or a wider variety of structures.
Visitors interviewed felt that the app benefitted them by providing ideas of things to build that they
otherwise may not have considered. Most saw no drawbacks to the app, but a few thought it did not
provide useful information or that it encouraged replication of designs instead of creativity.

Engagement

Visitors’ Perspectives: Mobile App
I loved seeing how you can challenge
yourself to build something bigger and better.

Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Families sat on the floor around the table to build
structures. They used their fine motor skills to
manipulate the Keva planks and usually built
towers.

Physical Behaviors
We documented similar types of physical
interaction to the “without app” condition.
Families built more structures and a wider variety
of structures—for instance, structures with
multiple floors or rooms instead of towers.

Group Dynamic
Families—both caregivers and children—
participated in the activity. Only a few caregivers
took on purely supervisory roles.

[The app] Provided a few ides for the family
and was helpful in giving different
perspectives. The app enhances the
entertainment. The visual pictures provided
were helpful, because you didn’t have to
learn on the fly.

Group Dynamic
We found a similar group dynamic to that
“without app” condition; no major differences.

[The app] shows you pictures, you can dig
deeper, and get more creative…gives you
more to think for yourself and how to do it.

Conversations
Conversations involved family members calling
attention (e.g., "Look at this”) or assessing their
structures (e.g., “Oh, that’s cool!“).

Conversations
Similar conversations were documented to those
in the “without app” condition; no major
differences.

I felt as though technology was present just
to have technology….Maybe [have] videos
showing different structure being built rather
than just an app.

To a lesser extent, caregivers gave direction to
their children to assist in building (e.g., “You have
to build the foundation first, it’s what is going to
make it strong”). Warnings to be careful—for
instance, “Don’t you dare knock it down”—were
common.
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[There was] no real function for parents with
older children.
[A drawback is] that it’s only IOS.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Keva, cont’d.
Engagement
Change With Kiosk App
Physical Behaviors
Physical behaviors resembled those in the other
two conditions. Like the mobile app users,
families who used the kiosk app built more
structures and a wider variety of structures.
Group Dynamic
We documented similar group dynamics to those
in the other conditions; no major differences.
Conversations
Similar conversations were documented to those
in the other conditions; no major differences.

Visitors’ Perspectives: Kiosk App
It had everything categorized with pictures to
see what you wanted to build. You could read
what the plans say instead of just building it.
I liked that the layout was consistent—”what
do you do”, “science behind”, “what you can
do at home.” [It was useful] to be able to take
the experiences back home with you.
[I liked it had] different designs, more than
could be on the display.

If I hadn’t asked you, I wouldn’t know where
to go in the app. There’s a lot of stuff.
[My family] tried to replicate instead of
coming up with our own designs.
Sometimes, it didn’t load…Some of them [the
designs] are very basic. You can have more
visual and less text—maybe videos or
persons talking.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Launch Cage
At the Launch Cage exhibit, visitors build paper airplanes or rockets that they can launch in a cage.
Visitors sit or stand at the tables as they create their objects, walk to the cage, and stand as they launch
them. Visitors may collaborate during building but must take turns testing their creations. The exhibit
incorporates many interpretive techniques: labels explaining basic building at the tables, physical
models, clipboards with more examples, videos of examples, and signs with step-by-step launch
instructions on the test cage.
The purpose of the app was to give visitors step-by-step instructions for building, testing, and refining
their plane and rocket designs.
Major Impact of the App
When families used the mobile or kiosk app with the exhibit, they were more likely to make modifications
to their designs and have a few more conversations about how to construct a particular design.
Visitors interviewed felt that the most beneficial aspects of the app were the instructions and the visuals
that helped them understand the process of creating and testing the objects. Visitors mentioned few
drawbacks to the app regarding this exhibit. Many using the kiosk app had trouble reading the small text.

Without App

Change With Mobile App

Visitors’ Perspectives: Mobile App
[The app] guides and gives you an idea of
what to do with good visuals.

Physical Behaviors
Families sat at the tables, cutting, folding, and
taping paper to make planes and rockets. When
finished, they walked to the test cage and tried out
their designs.

Physical Behaviors
We documented similar types of physical
interactions to those in the “without app”
condition. Families made more iterations of their
vehicles by modifying parts (e.g., fins, cones).

I’m a teacher and loved the questions to add
challenge, the experimenting and
suggestions, and different prompts. It
encouraged us to keep exploring.

Group Dynamic
Caregiver roles were primarily supervisory, giving
their children encouragement or assistance to
complete the task (e.g., cutting and folding papers).
In a few cases, caregivers made their own planes
and rockets alongside the children. Families often
gathered together at the test cage to watch one
another’s tests.

Group Dynamic
We found similar types of group dynamics to
those in the “without app” condition with no major
differences.

Engagement

Conversations
Families with the app had a few more
conversations than those without, mainly about
what to build and how to do it.

Conversations
Conversations centered on what to build, how to
build it, and, to a lesser extent, how to improve the
design (e.g., “Do you think we might need to even
out the weight, because, if not what will happen?”).
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I just got off a 12-hour shift, so my brain was
fried. It was nice to have pictures and
instructions.
[With the app, you] can decide and plan on
what you want to do save time and planning
rather than having to walk through each
exhibit in the museum.
There was not as much information as I was
expecting.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Launch Cage, cont’d.
Engagement
Change With Kiosk App
Physical Behaviors
Families with the kiosk app had similar types of
physical behaviors as those without the app or
with the mobile app. As with groups using the
mobile app, families using the kiosk app made
more iterations of their vehicles than did those
without the app. These groups modified parts.
Many families, however, did not refer to the kiosk
app at all.
Group Dynamic
Families with the kiosk app exhibited the same
types of group dynamics as those without an app
or with the mobile app.

Visitors’ Perspectives: Kiosk App
It was all right there at my fingertips.

It helped that it showed pictures.
Absolutely [there were benefits of the app]. It
teaches how the rocket launches, teaches the
science, and “how to” behind it.
It had some good ideas. The print was really
small, not fun to read. It seemed like a rough
draft.
The overhead instructions were easier.
Probably better for older kids who can read
the app versus younger who might not be able
to read yet.

Conversations
Conversations were similar to those of families
who had the mobile app.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Test Tracks
In the Test Tracks exhibit, visitors use Legos to build vehicles that they can evaluate by sending them
down a track. Visitors sit or stand at the tables as they create their vehicles, walk to the track, and stand
while they launch them. Visitors may collaborate during building. Since two vehicles can be tested at a
time, many visitors race their vehicles. The exhibit incorporates many interpretive techniques. Labels at
the tables explain basic building; physical models are also visible. Clipboards and videos offer more
examples while signs on the test cage give step-by-step launch instructions.
The purpose of the app was to provide instructions for building cars as well as explain the science
underlying the activity (e.g., kinetic energy, friction, etc.).
Major Impact of the App
The main impact was that families with the app had more conversations about the related scientific
concepts.
Visitors interviewed said the biggest benefits of the app were that 1) it explained what was happening as
the car went down the test track and 2) it noted scientific concepts related to the activity. While few
visitors mentioned drawbacks, some felt the app did not engage their child or lacked compelling content.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Children sat at the tables choosing Legos with
which to build cars. Some tested their cars on the
track, but a number of group members did not
complete their builds.

Physical Behaviors
We documented similar types of physical
interaction as those in the “without app”
condition; no major differences.

Group Dynamic
Caregivers functioned primarily as assistants to
their children, suggesting ways to build and finding
the parts needed for the cars (especially wheels,
which were in short supply).
Conversations
Conversations were mostly about how to build the
vehicles and which parts to use (e.g., "build a flat
surface and then add the bigger pieces to it,” “It
doesn’t fit? Okay, let me find another one”).

Group Dynamic
The group dynamics with the mobile app were
similar to those without the app; no major
differences.

Conversations
We documented more conversations about
scientific concepts, such as G-forces, compared
to those without the app.

Occasionally a caregiver would suggest modifying
a design after a test—for instance, “Let’s try adding
a third tire.”
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Visitors’ Perspectives: Mobile App
[My daughter] could learn a lot from this, like
what happens to your car, why it’s happening
….everything’s in video and picture form.
[The app] helped explain kinetic energy and
explained weighting and speed of vehicle and
tire sizes.
It gives you ideas about what to build [and]
what to do when you’re building it.
[No benefits] that I can really think of...I played
it with a while and then just put it down.
Not enough content. Needs more finished
products or children putting things together.
[A drawback was] looking at the app to find
parts that wasn’t there or could be found. The
feature about big wheels vs. small wheels
was useful.
Reading off the app to my daughter caused
her not to be as attentive and engaged.
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Exhibit Snapshots: CMH Test Tracks, cont’d.
Engagement
Change With Kiosk App
Physical Behaviors
We saw similar types of physical interaction as
those in the other two conditions.
Group Dynamic
We found similar types of group interactions to
those in the two other conditions; no major
differences.
Conversations
Families with the kiosk app had slightly more
conversations related to the mass of the car and
also about the scientific concepts of gravity and
friction.

Visitors’ Perspectives: Kiosk App
[Without the app,] it would not have occurred
to me to do a crash test. It breaks it down
more than the signs.
It helped us get started. It was clear it wasn’t
necessary to use or use the whole time, but
[was a] nice option. It had easy to navigate
options.
[The app was beneficial because it is
explaining how it works. Once you look into it,
you can explain it. It can break it down to the
child.
If you hadn’t told us, we wouldn't have even
noticed [the kiosk]. There was no sign that
says “try this.”
[The text was] hard to see. The text needed to
be bigger. The screen could be bigger.
I think it should be more specific, showing
actual designs that actually worked.
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Exhibit Snapshots: MLS Gateway Climber
Gateway Climber is an outdoor climbing structure made of wooden timbers and ropes. It is an openended, highly physical exhibit that challenges visitors’ gross motor skills, especially balancing and
climbing. Visitors may use it by themselves, in parallel play with others, or collaboratively. There are no
signs at the Climber.
The app provides research to help caregivers understand the value of open-ended free play in naturebased areas and understand how climbing builds physical and cognitive abilities. The app also provides
ideas of how to use the climbing structure.
Major Impact of the App
The impact of the app on the experience was mixed. The types of conversations tended to change in a
slightly positive manner. With the app, caregivers suggested that children pretend they were animals
(e.g., monkeys, spiders), “thrill-seek” by climbing as high as they could, and race the clock. Visitors
interviewed said the benefits of app were that it provided more ideas of how to engage their children with
the exhibit than they could have come up with on their own. The biggest drawback of the app for visitors
was that it took their attention away from their children. Some respondents also sensed that the
technology conflicted with the concept of play in a natural setting. A few caregivers did not even use the
app with this exhibit.

Visitors’ Perspectives
[The app] had great ideas.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Children engaged physically in a very active
manner, climbing ropes, balancing on logs,
swinging on suspended logs, and jumping off
logs.

Physical Behaviors
We found similar types of physical interactions to
those without the app; no major differences.

Group Dynamic
Caregivers primarily took on supervisory roles.
Conversations
Conversations mainly focused on caregivers
encouraging children (e.g., “You’re doing a good
job”) or giving direction about how to move
through the Climber (e.g., “Why don’t you hold on
to this [the rope],” “Put your foot across and
move to the next one”). Children often
expressed concerns about their abilities (e.g.
“This is hard,” “I’m scared”), but also satisfaction
with their accomplishments (e.g., “I made it”).

Group Dynamic
Caregivers paid less attention to their children
when using the app.
Conversations
Caregivers gave more specific suggestions to
children, for instance: “Can you do it like an
animal? Pretend you’re a monkey,” “See if you
can go faster,” “How high can you climb?”
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[There are no benefits of the app] for my
family. But for parents who do not know how
to get engaged with their children while
playing, it gave great ideas.
Get more than just climbing on it.
It would have been better to have a plaque by
the exhibit, so we can just read the different
ideas. Combining my kids and my phone is
missing the point of being a parent.
Great idea of the race the clock game, but
there was no timer. I had to take out my other
phone to use a timer.
[I] Just worry that parents will be knee-deep
in their phone and not paying attention to
their kids.
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Exhibit Snapshots: NYSCI Recollections
The Recollections exhibit uses a infrared camera and computer to project visitors’ shadows on a screen.
Visitors stand between the light and screen to create images and watch shadows that relate to the light
source, surface, and object casting the shadow. The exhibit encourages physical whole-body
engagement. Visitors may use it by themselves or with others. One introductory label greets visitors as
they enter the space.
The purpose of the app was to give visitors a more structured way to use the exhibit and help them
understand its underlying principles.
Major Impact of the App
Families using the app with the exhibit found it had a detrimental effect on the experience because the
individual using the app was “removed” from the exhibit experience—which, without the app, tended to
involve the entire family. Visitors interviewed said they saw minimal benefits from the app—for instance,
the explanation of shadows and related ideas was something they could learn about at home. The
drawback of the app for visitors was that it distracted them from the experience itself.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Families engaged with the exhibit using their
whole bodies (e.g., waving hands, kicking legs,
moving toward and away from the screen,
running in circles, karate kicks).

Physical Behaviors
We noted similar types of physical interactions as
in the “without app” condition; no major
differences.

Group Dynamic
All family members—both adults and children—
participated in the activity. Often they watched
one another and coordinated their movements to
create images.
Conversations
Family conversations centered around describing
the images they were seeing on the screen (e.g.,
[Waving hands in the air] "I’m an angel,” "We
look like a monster,“ "It reminds me of the birds
you made,” "Hey did you just punch me?” “You’re
the Six Million Dollar Man”).

Group Dynamic
Caregivers who used the app tended to stand
back and observe the children.
Conversations
Only a few caregivers asked children questions
related to the science of the exhibit (e.g., "What
do you need to create a shadow?“).
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Visitors’ Perspectives
The only thing the app did was if you don’t
know how to explain shadows, you can read
about it….It’s not something I would
personally encourage.
It told us how to connect the exhibit, and now
we can do it at home.
I don’t see any benefits.
I do [see benefits], but I think [it would be
better]…If it wasn’t just a paragraph of small
words—if it was visual, like diagrams.
The kids are too excited to spend time
looking at an app. The kids want to have fun
and explore, and looking at an app is
distracting.
You don’t come here to use apps. We’re
trying to get the kids off the electronics.
It separates us from the museum.
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Exhibit Snapshots: OMSI Water Rockets
Water Rockets allows visitors to launch a bottle rocket using water and air. The visitor can add water and
air in different ratios to the bottle before launching it then observing the results. Visitors stand at the
component as they interact with it. Having two stations allows multiple visitors to explore this component
at the same time.
The purposes of the app were to 1) show visitors what happens at the Rockets (Newton’s 3rd Law,
pressure, ratios), 2) provide them with specific challenges to better understand the science behind the
component, 3) encourage more interaction among groups, and 4) facilitate more focused experimentation
with the rockets.
Major Impact of the App
Use of the app had a positive impact on the experience. When families used it with the exhibit, they spent
less time figuring out how to launch the rocket. Caregivers spent less time giving step-by-step directions
to their children and initiated more conversations about concepts such as Newton’s 3rd Law, psi, and
ratios of air to water. Visitors interviewed said the app’s major benefit was showing them how to launch
the rocket. According to visitors, the app’s main drawback was that their children lacked the patience to
interact with it.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Families stood at the component. Children
primarily performed the steps to launch the rocket,
moving the toggle to lock the rocket or launch it
and pushing buttons to add water and air.

Physical Behaviors
We noted similar types of physical interactions but
with quicker orientation in the initial launch
because the video pointed out the lock and the
pressure gauge.

Group Dynamic
Caregivers actively directed their children in
launching the rocket. In particular, caregivers
usually had to say that the rocket could not be filled
with water unless it was locked down. Caregivers
were also facilitators, prompting children to
consider what would make the rocket go higher.

Group Dynamic
Caregivers took on less of a “director” role
because of the explanatory video. They spent
more time facilitating—explaining the underlying
principles such as Newton’s 3rd Law of Motion,
encouraging experimentation, and challenging
children to make the rocket go higher.

Conversations
Conversations centered around figuring out how to
launch the rocket and then make it go higher (e.g.,
“How do you know when you have added enough
air?“). Conversations about achieving goals were
also common (e.g., “You did it, you made it to the
orange line“).

Conversations
Families had more conversations about pressure,
psi, and the ratio of air to water.
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Visitors’ Perspectives
It [the app] showed me what to do, how to
work the rocket.
We were able to know what we needed to do
and is important for me to show them.
[It] gave us more info, could try more things,
helped them to understand what it means.
I liked the video to confirm, otherwise they
wouldn’t have needed it.
The only drawback is the kids are just going,
going. At first I wouldn’t [thought] of using it,
but it was nice to have a reference.
It needs more pictures, I didn’t want to read
the text and my daughter stopped paying
attention and just wanted to use the exhibit
when I pulled the videos up. It felt a little
awkward.
My son was really excited to try the rockets,
and he was not patient to look at the app.
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Exhibit Snapshots: SCI Water Table
The Water Table allows visitors to explore water by playing with assorted plastic toys and balls in
flowing water. It is designed for babies and toddlers. Play is open-ended and usually child-directed.
Multiple visitors can play at the water table at the same time. Families often play together at the Table.
The purposes of the app were to give caregivers strategies for interacting with their children at the
exhibit and to provide additional information and resources to help them understand how learning
through play happens at the Water Table.
Major Impact of the App
The app had a positive impact on families’ experiences, but it was unclear whether a mobile device was
the best way to present the information. When families used the app with the exhibit, caregivers initiated
more conversations with their children that tended to focus on the intended content and some also
connected to children’s prior experiences. Caregivers using the app were also more likely to participate
in play with their children. Visitors interviewed said the benefit of app was that it gave them prompts for
talking to and interacting with their children. The main drawback of the app from visitors’ perspective
was that it was challenging for them to read the app while supervising their children. A few also few
worried about their devices getting wet.

Engagement
Without App

Change With Mobile App

Physical Behaviors
Children engaged physically with the exhibit,
exploring the properties of water by splashing,
pouring, and floating objects.

Physical Behaviors
We noted similar types of physical interactions to
those in the “without app” condition; no major
differences.

Group Dynamic
Primary caregiver roles were supervisory and
assistance-oriented (e.g., helping put on smocks,
pointing out toys to use).

Group Dynamic
Caregivers worked together with children more
often, for example passing water back and forth
between their cups.

Conversations
Caregivers encouraged children to engage with
the exhibit (e.g., “That’s cool,” “Can you fill it
back up?”).

Conversations
In nearly all families, caregivers talked about
mathematical concepts such as counting ducks
and counting cups of water.

Visitors’ Perspectives
Apps are super helpful in understanding what
to do. Useful to know why the Water Table is
there!
The Water Table was pretty self-explanatory,
but it was nice to have prompts to get ideas
on how to play at it.
The app gives you conversation pieces with
your kids and helps you to interact with them.
It was hard to play and be on the phone.
[The only drawback is,] I guess, just taking
my eyes off my kids for 30 seconds in public.
It was hard to both look at the app and watch
your kid. I didn’t want to get the phone wet.

Caregivers also made connections between the
water and rain.
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Results:
Museum Partners’
Experience
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Museum Partners’ Experience
App development by individuals who had never developed apps before (and worked within different organizational
structures) posed greater challenges than any of the partners had anticipated at the onset of the project. Despite
these challenges, all partners found the experience valuable. In particular, they valued collaborating with other
museums, the opportunities to explore technology with visitors, and the process of creating and evaluating an app.
Organizational Context
The XCL app was the first one developed for
all four partner organizations (MLS, NYSCI,
OMSI, and SCI). A few sites had previously
experimented with mobile experiences such
as mobile-friendly websites, a museumcurated news aggregator allowing users to email articles to themselves, and a suite of
apps developed for schools or paid users.
These are some of the main reasons that
partners participated in XCL:
• To carry on the work started in the 21-Tech
program (three of the four institutions had
participated in 21-Tech)
• To explore the broad idea of extending and
customizing learning through digital
devices

• To test new technology at their museums
and see how it might work
• To be involved with other institutions to see
what they were doing regarding technology
and to keep up with the field
Individual organizations utilized different
departments to develop the new technology.
Marketing, PR, Tech Support, and R&D were

the departments most often involved in app
development.

We were excited to continue the work with that
project [21-Tech] and build on it.

Most partners reported sharing information
about XCL in their organizations. In some
organizations this happened on the floor as
XCL team members interacted informally with
visitors and other museum staff. Partners
used formal meetings and informal
discussions to disseminate lessons learned
during the process regarding apps, mobile
content, and technology to other departments
(e.g., Marketing, Guest engagement,
Education, Exhibits, etc.).

[Being part of XCL was a way of] getting the
opportunity to push our thinking or think outside
the box...especially thinking about how to have
people use their device as a starting point and
then engage in the physical environment or
even a social environment after the physical
experience.

App Development Experience
Partners believed that the project goal
morphed over the course of its development.
At the beginning of the project, the stated goal
was to design a system for museums to use in
providing visitors mobile access—through
smartphones and tablets—to digital media
content (apps, videos, and wikis) (XCL
Proposal Narrative, 2014). During the course
of the project, however, the focus sharpened
to building a mobile iOS app that could be
used by each partner to create a specific app
for one of their exhibits. This consequences of
this shift led to successes and challenges for
the partners.

The goals of the project morphed a little
bit...initially, we struggled mid-stream to figure
out how we were going to use the mobile
version of the open-source app with our
exhibits…We were excited to play around
about mobile content vs. digital content on the
floor. It made sense for the project to transition
and experiment with mobile content.
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Usually Marketing is most involved and [has]
the most influence in any of our digital
stuff…whether Facebook, Twitter, websites,
apps….They have a strong vision for our digital
presence.

Once it [XCL] became this one set app that we
had to populate with content, the goals [of the
project] shifted….Before that, each institution
could try out platforms, and it fell within our
goals. This [app] was a shift and [it] became
limited in meeting our goals.
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Museum Partners’ Experience, cont’d.
All partners said that they thought the initial
XCL goals aligned with their institutions’ goals
(e.g., exposing audiences to different forms of
technology, using tech to communicate with
the public, and increasing their online and
digital presence). The shift to developing a
specific app from the earlier exploratory phase
of the project, however, led some partners to
struggle with how XCL fit their institution’s
objectives. Institutions with more experiential
approaches or models of visitor interaction—
which placed more emphasis on facilitating
creativity and less on guided experiences—
found an app to be somewhat constricting.
Other organizations were just not ready to
continue developing an app.
Successes
None of the individuals representing the
partners considered themselves app
developers. As a result, they needed support
from the project team. This turned out to be a
positive part of XCL. When partners ran
into problems, they usually could find another
partner struggling with similar issues (for
example, where to put photos and how to
manage the technical aspects of this) and
collaborate and learn together. The partners
also received important and useful tech
support from CMH and LHS.

Moreover, the app itself was not too complex,
so partners found it reasonably easy to work
with. Even though the app had some strange
quirks (e.g., too much text caused the text to

be pushed to the bottom), partners on the
whole found it easy to add content, reset the
app, and see right away whether it worked.
The partners also said that the app’s flexibility
made it easy to “brand” the app with their own
colors and logos.
Many participants initially were challenged by
WordPress, but even those not “super tech
savvy” (as one respondent said) overcame
the problems with help from LHS and CMH.
Everyone reported learning to upload and
work with the app content without much
trouble. Nevertheless, customizing the app
still presented challenges. One respondent,
for example, reported needing technical help
to change the color scheme and upload their
logo. Another had trouble switching the
camera off. In addition, some promised
options—such as the social sharing button or
the age filters—never became available.
Challenges
Since no partner participants were app
developers, it is not surprising that they found
it challenging to manage the overall app
development project. Partners knew that the
project was based on research and testing,
and that CMH had to follow up on partners’
learning to guide the project, but they did not
always know what was required of them, what
the timeline was, or how to do what needed
to be done.
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It was cool that they gave us the infrastructure
to add content through WordPress. It was a
pretty easy way [to] test something without
having the tech support and expertise in-house.
Once I got the hang of it [working with
WordPress], it went pretty smoothly. The
learning curve was a little steep at first, but I
overcame it using documents [CHS and LHS]
made. They were good step-by-step. Once I got
through it, it became repetition, and I got fairly
proficient in it.
The timeline was tricky, and it was easy—with
so many moving parts—to fall behind and/or get
ahead. I felt more so [with XCL] than with other
projects [with] more teams involved and the
technology part of it.
We needed expectations set up better so we
weren’t waiting a lot and then having to hurry up
and create content and get something up.

Given the needs of the project timeline, the app
development happened really fast, without
much input form the other partners. Then it was
a finished product that we had to populate…The
process was slow then fast. [It felt like] Years of
very intermittent, free-form calls, then all the
sudden decisions were made and then pushed
forward with no time for feedback.
The final project outcome felt a little different
than we originally thought the project was going
to go. CMH was the lead and had its goals to
create a certain kind of app. That took
precedence, which makes sense. We felt were
always playing catch-up with their lead.
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Museum Partners’ Experience, cont’d.
Partners found inter-institutional
communication and work flow to be somewhat
challenging. They noted that without a
complete view of the entire work plan, they felt
a lack of understanding of the schedule or
how to work toward the program goal. The
flow was complicated by multiple outside
partners having to stay in sync. In addition,
some organizations had to consult with
multiple internal departments and keep them
in the loop. The delayed changeover in project
managers further complicated communication
and timelines.

Partners reported that determining their
audiences’ needs then fitting their content into
the existing app and organizing it was
challenging. For example, one partner initially
started working with one exhibit for the app
and then changed to another exhibit, which
meant that the organization did not spend as
much time on development as its personnel
would have liked.
Some respondents noted that at times it was
difficult to apply other museums’ experiences
to their own. For instance, organizations
focusing on families with younger children, or
with different types of exhibits, found it a
challenge to take something away from other
organizations’ experiments with gaming
(something primarily meant for older children).
While the project’s flexibility to adapt to
different contexts was necessary to some
extent, and encouraged experimentation,
some sites would have welcomed slightly

greater constraints around exhibits to choose
for the app; such a structure could have made
it easier to compare experiences among sites.
Partners also experienced technological
challenges. Navigating computer servers,
installing software, receiving upgrades, and
getting timely responses to tech challenges all
proved problematic. The XCL project had
many moving parts, and technology issues
sometimes became bottlenecks as partners
waited for LHS to work out various problems.
One partner also noted struggling with a lack
of technological infrastructure at their site and
felt that their organization was generally
hesitant toward (and slightly uncomfortable
with) technology.
A few partners found it challenging that the
app ended up less dynamic than they had
expected, given earlier discussions (for
example, sharing features did not get
integrated). The app’s open-source structure
also challenged those whose exhibits had
less content; it did make sense for other sites
with more content.
Collaboration
All partners agreed that the regular phone
calls to facilitate collaboration were effective.
Participants could hear what others were
doing, learn about the issues they were
facing, and gauge whether some of the
solutions offered could work at their own sites.
Cycle 1, in which two sites were paired,
worked particularly well because it gave
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It [XCL] forced us to think about the exhibit we
chose and others that are light on label copy,
and think about what sorts of resources we
would offer in the future….many of the [visitor]
interviews said that the resources and info was
good and useful, but they wondered why it
couldn’t just be a page on the mobile website.
Quite a few times the build wasn’t working and
there was a wait-and-see period before we
could go back and play with it. And then some
features weren’t working.
Even changing the color scheme and uploading
the logo wasn’t straightforward…if you are
looking at it as a sustainable thing, those are not
trivial things.
The conference call was a great resource to
address the issues [we] were facing. Having
individuals have the same questions that you do
gave a better understanding of what the talks
were. They allowed me to reach out to different
organizations to answer the same questions
and issues.
Early on, there was a lot of collaboration and
benefit from the phone calls…There reached a
point of necessity where Houston had to lead it
and [everyone else] had to follow….Houston
had to make something happen, and they made
something that worked for them.
It was really awesome to have that collaboration
piece.
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Museum Partners’ Experience, cont’d.
partners more time to share what they were
finding and also build collaboration—a difficult
thing to do during the one-hour monthly
meetings that included the entire team. For
example, Sciencenter and Museum of Life
and Science found it helpful to pair because of
their common focus on caregivers.

Value for Organization
During interviews, partners outlined the three
aspects of XCL that they found most valuable:
the collaboration between the partner
organizations, the opportunity to explore
technology with visitors, and the process of
creating and evaluating the app.

While XCL was an extension of the 21-Tech
project, the projects had a different focus and
structure, which influenced the collaboration.
Those partners who also participated in 21Tech believed that its level of collaboration
was stronger than the collaboration in XCL.
They attributed the difference to the different
nature of the projects. In 21-Tech, participants
tried out different apps, gathered feedback,
and loaded the apps onto a tablet. With XCL,
partners had to lock in details of their own
individual apps, create the content, and then
load it. As a result, it was much more
individualized.

The collaboration between the XCL
organizations was valuable for the partners.
Nearly all saw the value in hearing what
others were thinking and doing regarding
mobile technology in museums. For example,
one partner said that it was good to know that
other institutions had similar goals and to see
how they approached technology differently.
Another said that XCL helped them reflect on
who controlled content in their organizations
and how to make future decisions about
content; the collaborative nature of XCL
showed this organization different models for
how to adopt or adapt an app.

While partners felt they had sufficient support
from the CMH and LHS regarding technical
issues with the app, XCL did not lend itself to
as much on-going collaboration once the
intense app development was underway.

The partners also mentioned that they felt it
was valuable to observe and talk with visitors.
A couple of partners found it especially
valuable that XCL allowed them to speak to
their visitors about mobile app and technology
use in the museum. Through these
conversations, at least one partner found that
a significant portion of their visitors would be
interested in—indeed, would welcome—an
app. Another partner noted the value of
observing people interacting in the museum
environment without an app. Focused
observations and specific interview

Likewise, 21-Tech.org did not work as well for
XCL as it did for the original 21-Tech project
because everyone was testing different
things, as opposed to the 21-Tech project
where people posted and reviewed apps and
shared their opinions.
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[During 21-Tech] I would post [on 21-tech.org]
and read others and try it and see if it would
work. I didn’t get the same sort of feedback with
the XCL forum.
21-Tech felt like it had more back-and-forth
collaboration and input….During 21-Tech we
spent more time at different phases to lay out
the roadmap to doing the work. With XCL, we
had to wait a long time until it was ready for our
content and felt hurried to create the content. It
wasn’t as easy as 21-Tech because there was
more structure.
As with any of these sorts of collaborative grant
projects, the most valuable aspect was the
collaborative exposure to other institutions and
making contact with individuals at other places
to see how others think and work…It’s good to
know who is doing more similar work and who
has different approaches.
The most valuable aspect of XCL was being
able to see how the experiences on the
museum floor might be affected by implementing technology….Now we have an idea of the
limits of what the visitors are willing to place
between the experiences and themselves.
We have a better understanding of visitors’
expectations of how an app should look, what it
should do, whether they even want technology
on the floor or not, and how they use mobile
technology.
It helped me look at how visitors perceive and
think about the exhibits and the content
differently….Usually you only think of it through
your own eyes. In this project, I was looking at
different family groups and how I could look at it
through their eyes and affect the content.
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Museum Partners’ Experience, cont’d.
questions helped these participants
understand how visitors used the exhibition
and led them to develop new ideas to
enhance the experience, whether through an
app or by other means. These new ideas
even filtered down to programming, as staff
could consider new ways to encourage
caregivers to interact with and share
information with their children.
A few partners noted the value they found in
the iterative evaluation cycle (creating
content, interacting with and observing
visitors, revising the content, and retesting it).
This process helped them see the experience
from a family’s viewpoint and helped them
create content that accurately and effectively
communicated the exhibit’s ideas to the
audience.
Use by Other Organizations
Many partners felt that other organizations
would be interested in using the app. One
said that organizations with exhibits where
delivering text-based information makes
sense would find it useful. At least one partner
was working with another institution that
wanted to learn more about the app.
The question of sharing of the XCL app with
other institutions often revolved around
technical issues. For instance, one
respondent said that it would help if the
technical back-end was as streamlined and
glitch-free as possible. Others talked about

the need for technical support for other
organizations as they created their apps.
Partners mentioned these specific interface
design suggestions:
• Revisiting the settings button. For example,
consider moving it to the bottom where a
user could push it with his or her thumb,
add age groups in the settings, and revise
the categories in the setting to help visitors
navigate better.
• Potentially revising the first splash page.
The map could be moved to “settings” so
that it can remain available. Rework “Info”
since most of its content can be Googled
from the website.
Future Plans
Most partners did not plan to continue using
the app. They do plan, however, to use what
was learned in the XCL project to inform
future apps and/or mobile technology at their
institution. For instance, one partner
discussed how the app reinforced their
approach of integrating technology into
exhibits in ways that do not force people to
change the way they interact with their
devices. One partner wanted to continue
working on the app, but the institution was still
determining whether funding could support it.
If their institution got funding, the respondent
wanted to incorporate exhibits from each
section of the museum so that a visitor could
use the app in any area of the institution.
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The most important part of the build is having
the technical support for when things aren’t
working well. In our case, [the CMH project lead
and manager and the LHS technical team] were
always at our disposal…I’m not sure who will do
this for other organizations.
Having a server and setting up WordPress on
the server is not trivial.
It [the XCL app] gives institutions the ability to
relatively easily and inexpensively experiment
with what content to give to public and how it
will work….I could see it as an “experimental
bridge” to a more customized app developed
specifically for that institution.
Though we don’t have the institutional goal of
having an in-house app, we learned about what
content works best in the mobile context vs.
traditional and digital display.
I believe moving forward, everyone on the
project can [now] have an idea of what can
actually be done…you can be ambitious about
it, but not overly ambitious. Know the limits of
what you are capable of doing.
It’s a resource on the shelf [for my organization]
that could be useful in the future.
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Museum Partners’ Experience, cont’d.
Some reasons given for organizations not
planning to continue using their XCL app
included:

Here are some specific features that partners
said would make the app more useful to their
organizations:

• No institutional goal of having an app

• Incorporating revenue-generating activities
(e.g., theater tickets, paid exhibitions, etc.)

• Lack of stable Wi-Fi on the museum floor
• No in-house technical support available to
maintain a live app
• The institution needed to determine the
internal content owner, the amount of time
necessary to maintain it, and the funding
for it

• Adding a functional map
• Providing more post-visit activities to keep
people returning to the app
• Adding the sharing features discussed
earlier in the project

• The current app was too linear for their
needs (though they could envision using a
version of it in programming)
Despite not necessarily implementing the XCL
app, all partners understand that their
institutions can use a platform and thought
their participation was valuable, since it gave
them greater understanding and insight into
implementing mobile technology at their
institution. For example, they can use off-theshelf technology such as WordPress to create
information for visitors. Partners now better
understand the type of content that can be
used in apps as well as the limits of what can
be done. Furthermore, they have better
understanding of the time and effort it takes to
develop and test an app.
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Two screens from the OMSI XCL app. Partners
appreciated the flexible nature of the app (e.g.,
changing screen colors) but felt constrained by
some of its architecture (e.g., the non-functional
map on the splash page).
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Conclusions and
Lessons Learned
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Conclusions and Lessons Learned
This section discusses conclusions and lessons learned from the summative evaluation for the XCL project.
This evaluation found that it is very
challenging to create a common structure for
apps across multiple exhibits at multiple
institutions. The results of the summative
evaluation reflect this challenge.
Many quantitative measures from the nine
exhibits did not show significant differences
between the “without” app and “with” mobile
app or kiosk app conditions, which suggests
that the apps only marginally impacted
families’ experiences. Other measures,
however, showed some evidence of
increased engagement and learning by
families that had the app with the exhibit.
When we disaggregated all of the data and
examined it at the individual exhibit level, the
variability of the apps’ impact became more
apparent. In some cases we found the app
positively impacted visitors’ experiences while
in others there was little to no impact.
Sometimes it had a negative effect. Overall,
the mixed results meant that it cannot be
concluded across the board that apps extend
and deepen engagement at exhibits. It
appears that a number of factors influence the
use and effect of the app. These factors
include the nature of the exhibit and the
information already provided through labels
and other means, visitors’ agendas, and ages
of children, among others.
Given the small sample size, and that exhibits
included in XCL were quite different from

each other, it was challenging to identify the
potential factors at play.
The Visitor Experience
When data were aggregated, evidence was
found of increased engagement and learning
by families using the mobile or kiosk apps,
particularly in the questions they asked and
the natures of their conversations. In groups
with apps, families asked more questions
than those groups without apps. These
differences were statistically significant.
More importantly, using a mobile or kiosk app
with the exhibit helped families move beyond
strategy conversations about what to do at the
exhibit toward deeper conversations about
exhibit content and/or connections to visitors’
previous knowledge or experiences. This
finding suggests that some potential exists for
apps to help families better understand and
make meaning of their experiences at
exhibits.
On the other hand, many measures—
particularly those in which data were
aggregated—showed no significant
differences between the “without” app and
“with” app condition. While time spent at the
exhibit increased, and visitors’ ratings of
satisfaction and likeliness to return were high
for users of the mobile and kiosk apps, the
differences between the “with” mobile or kiosk
app and the “without” app condition were not
significant.
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If we examine findings at the individual exhibit
level, we see that the apps’ impact was quite
variable and often subtle. While nearly every
family with access to a mobile app at an
exhibit used it (89% on average), use varied
by exhibit. The two most physical exhibits,
Gateway Climber and Recollections, had the
lowest use. These were also two of the
exhibits that saw lower levels of impact from
the app. These exhibits also drew the
attention of the individual using the app
(usually the adult) entirely away from the
interaction at the exhibit and other family
members. This finding echoes a finding from
the 21-Tech project, in which apps that were
too compelling took visitors out of the exhibit
experience (Garibay & Schaefer, 2011).
Exhibits in which the addition of the app was
more successful also differed from one
another. In some cases, the app helped
families learn to use the exhibit more quickly,
such as highlighting the diverter boxes at
Amazing Airways or the pressure gauge at
Water Rockets.
At other exhibits, we found that using the app
sparked conversations about ideas or
concepts presented. This provides some
evidence of deepened intellectual
engagement and learning as a result. These
exhibits included Launch Cage, Water Table,
and Water Rockets.
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Conclusions and Lessons Learned, cont’d.
Similarities between the Water Table and
Water Rockets exhibits appear to have
afforded the use of apps. At both exhibits,
children usually performed the activity while
caregivers watched. This caregiver-child
dynamic meant that the caregiver had a least
a short amount of time to read the app and
then weave the acquired information into the
conversation with the rest of the group. At
Launch Cage, caregivers often participated in
the activity, but since families tended to sit
and work on their objects, there was a sense
that they could more refer to the app in a
more relaxed fashion (versus, for instance, at
an exhibit like Amazing Airways that required
visitors to move).

Visitors, overall, responded very positively to
the app content. Specifically, respondents
especially liked videos and visual
explanations. In fact, the most common
criticism of both the mobile and kiosk apps
was that they had too much text and not
enough visuals. This finding is consistent with
findings from the earlier formative evaluation.

When we compared the mobile and kiosk
apps conditions at the CMH exhibits, we
found few differences—in other words, they
affected the visitor experience in similar ways,
helping families grasp the exhibit more
quickly, giving them more ideas of what to
build, and helping them make connections to
the exhibit. This is not surprising given that
the content is identical in both apps.

The Partner Experience
While partners wrestled with some challenges
during the XCL project, they learned much
from it, especially around increasing their
understandings of technology projects and
app development in museums.

The biggest difference between the mobile
and kiosk apps was in their use. Kiosk apps’
usage was lower, across the board, than that
of the mobile apps. The kiosks’ stationary
placement appears to have made it more
likely that families ignored them or referred to
them quickly at the beginning of the
interaction to understand how to use the
exhibit, but did not use them to go deeper into
the content during their interactions.

Additionally, some caregivers said they did
not like that the mobile or kiosk app seemed
to repeat information already available at the
exhibit and found it redundant. On the other
hand, many welcomed the information about
related activities that families could do at
home.

Museum staff shared that participating in XCL
had helped them to: a) have a better idea of
what other institutions are doing with regard to
technology implementation; b) see the
opportunities that apps provide to improve
their visitors’ experiences; and c) understand
the time, effort, and potential challenges
involved in app development. Additionally,
partners reported learning about how their
visitors think about and interact with their
exhibits as well as learning visitors’ views on
technology in the museum—all insights that
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have impact beyond the XCL project and
exhibit apps.
Despite the project’s positive impact on the
partners’ learning, an important finding from
the XCL project is that museums need
professional app developers and significant
technical support to develop and support
museum apps. While LHS provided the
technical support for the app during its
development, those XCL partners without inhouse technical staff relayed that post-project,
they are without technical support. They
shared that going forward, use of the app is
unlikely. Furthermore, it is not clear that XCL
can be a plug-and-play solution that
museums take and populate with their own
content, especially if the museums lack
technical support staff. Each museum will
likely want and need specific changes to
make it work best at its site. While museum
staff can provide content, expecting nontechnical staff to do more technical work is
probably unrealistic.
XCL Overall
This evaluation found that apps are not an
easy-to-implement, one-size-fits-all solution to
deepening engagement and learning at
exhibits. Organizations need to consider
many factors when developing apps for an
exhibit. Some of the technical, organizational,
exhibit, and visitor-related issues emerging
from this evaluation that should be considered
when developing exhibit apps include:
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Conclusions & Lessons Learned, cont’d.
Technical issues
• The need for sufficient ongoing IT support
and resources at the institution, even for
off-the-shelf app solutions.
• That Wi-Fi must be readily available on the
museum floor.
Organizational Issues
• That the use of apps on the floor must fit
with an organization’s goals and
philosophy regarding technology.
• That the question of who in the
organization controls content (e.g.,
exhibits, marketing, education) must be
determined. Related questions include:
o Who needs to be involved in the
development of content? Who has a say
in the approval?
o Who will create and update the content
and how will they do it?

Exhibit-related issues
• The nature of the exhibit is a major factor in
the impact of an app. Some exhibits will
not be good candidates. For example, the
physical nature of an exhibit may not lend
itself to visitors using a mobile device.
Other exhibits where visitors sit and can be
more leisurely may afford more and better
opportunities for apps.
• The app needs to move beyond
information and experiences already
available at the exhibit. A major question,
then, is “How can the experience benefit
from additional content not already at the
exhibit—instructions, things to try,
challenges to pose, scientific
underpinnings?”

Visitor-related Issues
• Visitor agendas also play a role. In some
cases, caregivers with young children may
feel that apps take them away from the
experience. An important question to
answer is whether visitors within a
particular target audience are open to
using apps in the museum. Or do they
typically come to the museum to “get away”
from technology?

• Those exhibits that are already compelling
and/or that work well at engaging visitors in
the exhibit content and ideas may not be
the best candidates for apps. In these
cases, the app can actually detract from
the experience.
• Additionally, there will need to be enough
exhibits in the museum that fit the above
criteria so an app can be sufficiently
populated with exhibits.
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Appendix A: Guiding Questions
January 18, 2016
Visitors’ Experience
• How do visitors use a mobile app at a
hands-on exhibit?

Museum Partners
• What was the most valuable aspect of
being involved in the XCL project?

• To what extent and in what ways does
using the app change how families
engage with the exhibit?

• To what extent and in what ways did the
goals of XCL fit the goals of the project
team leaders and their organization?

Visitors’ Satisfaction
• To what extent did visitors report being
satisfied with their experience using the
apps?

• What were the limitations that partners
encountered when developing their app
using the XCL process?

• To what extent did visitors report that their
experience with the app increased the
likelihood that they would return to the
exhibit?
Impact on Visitors’ Understanding
• In what ways, if any, did use of the apps
help visitors understand the related exhibit
better?

• To what extent and in what ways does
XCL serve as a model for developing an
app across institutions?
• To what extent and in what ways, if any,
did participation in XCL help organizations
become committed to using mobile
technology on the floor of their institution?
• What effect did their XCL experience have
on the likelihood of project team leaders
and facilitators experimenting with apps at
their organization in the future?
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Appendix B: Respondent Profile
Figure 14. Children in Group: Age and Gender
16%

14%
12%

7%

4%

10%

7%
5%

8%

5%

Boys

6%
3%

4%

4%

3%
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3%
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1 or
younger
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8%
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7

8

9
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13 or older

N = 427

Figure 16. Visitation Classification

Figure 15. Adults in
Group: Gender
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60%
Men

40%
64%

Women

20%

20%
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First-time visitor
N = 380

44%
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Occasional
(2 or less per year)

Frequent visitor
(3 or more per year)
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Appendix B: Respondent Profile, cont’d.
Figure 18. Interview
Respondent: Gender

Figure 17. Interview Respondent: Age
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40%
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7%
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56–65

66 or older

0%
18–25

26–35

36–45
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Women

20%
0%
N = 203

Figure 19. Interview Respondent: What is your
race/ethnic origin? (check all that apply)
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1%
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Appendix B: Respondent Profile, cont’d.
Figure 20. Interview Respondent: What is the highest level of
education you have completed? (check one)

Table 5. Interview Respondent:
Home Zip Code

50%
40%

40%

State/Country

30%
17%

20%

19%

18%
6%

10%
1%
0%
Elementary
education

High school
degree or GED

N = 231

Trade/
technical/
vocational
degree

Associate's
degree

Bachelor's
degree

Figure 21. Interview Respondent: How often, on
average, do you visit museums as a family?
(check one; don't count school field trips.)
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Postgraduate
degree

% of
Respondents
(N = 231)

Arizona

0.9%

Arkansas

0.4%

California

0.4%

Connecticut

0.4%

DC

0.4%

Illinois

0.4%

Iowa

0.4%

Louisiana

1.7%

New Jersey

0.9%

New Mexico

0.4%

New York

15.6%

North Carolina

7.4%

Oklahoma

0.9%

Oregon

4.8%

Pennsylvania

0.9%

Texas

59.7%

Virginia

0.9%

Washington

2.6%

India

0.4%

United Kingdom

0.4%
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Appendix C: Selection Criteria for Respondents
• No groups larger than five people.
• Families with at least one adult/one child.
• At least one person in group within the
target age range for the selected
exhibition(s) that the app works with (6–10
years old except SCI 2–5 years old).
• If there are multiple children and one or
more under age 5 in the group, the group
must have at least two adults.
• At least one adult who uses mobile phone
apps regularly to ensure that the families
are similar in terms of app use. For
observations without app, adult may use
any type of smartphone app. For
observations with app, adult must use
iPhone/iPod/iPad apps.
• Must not be members of the institution.
• Have not used the exhibit before.
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Appendix D: Time Spent by Exhibit
Caution must be taken when interpreting these data due to the small sample sizes at each exhibit, which—at the
individual exhibit level—can result in one group having undue impact on the average.
Table 6. Average Time Spent by Exhibit (in minutes)
Exhibits

Without App

With Mobile App

Amazing Airways

13.4

13.1

8.7

Build a Molecule

12.7

19.5

13.1

Keva

10.8

15.8

12.4

Launch Cage

14.4

14.8

14.5

Test Tracks

21.8

24.2

22.7

Gateway Climber

7.8

6.4

NYSCI

Recollections

4.2

5.0

OMSI

Water Rockets

5.7

9.5

13.0

9.6

Museum

CMH

MLS

SCI

Water Table

With Kiosk App
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